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Corn in Twenty-One Countries
Douglas Haynes

n srunmers, I succumbed to the fields' dark mystery and parted
the stalks that loomed behind my grandpa's red-metal machine

shed. The stalks' stubby, blonde hairs scratched my bare arms. The
spear-tipped leaves looked translucent in the sun, as if their parallel
veins were held inside the green by light alone. Unseen insects
chattered. Six rows into the corn, I could no longer see out of it.
The world closed into a wilderness of black soil, ribbons of sky,
and com taller than I would ever be: a vastness as simultaneously
alluring and unsettling as the foreign lands in the glossy National
Geographic books I devoured as a boy.

My childhood in central Iowa meant that one plant shaped
how I see. Show me a corn field, and I recognize both home and
a reason to leave it. No matter how hard I try to escape zea mays,
however, it follows me. Since I first left the North American
Midwest's ubiquitous corn fields at age eighteen, I've seen the
spindly, tasseled grass in twenty-one countries on four continents.

Corn springs like a green fountain from Jordan's semi-desert
beside the sand-colored, two-thousand-year-old ruins of the Roman
city of Jerash. Com intemrpts the verdant, stone-walled pastures of
the Irish Midlands, where it barely surpasses six-feet tall for lack
of sun. In the Guatemalan Highlands, ten-foot tall corn blankets
forty-five degree slopes and comes down the mountains bound and
balanced on Mayan women's heads. German corn leaves cookie-
cutter fields through the world's most powerful combines, which
harvest six to twelve rows at a time.

The places corn grows and the people who grow it transform
the crop. In this way, its worldwide spread acts as a barometer of
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both local traditions and transnational forces. Com in Mexico-

where the plant was domesticated at least seven thousand years

ago-is a prime example. Since the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) caused cheap com from the United States

to flood Mexico in the late 1990s, maize has increasingly become

a subsistence crop grown only by the poor there. A farmer I once

met in the highlands of central Mexico told me that, for this reason,

"corn will almost go extinct" there. Near where this farmer lives,

men on their knees pick ears one by one off piled corn stalks and

put the ears in empty white fertilizer bags. Teenagers cultivate

half-acre plots of heirloom com with hoes and horses to feed their

families while their cash-driven migrant relatives detassel miles of

genetically-modifi ed Midwestern corn.

Such an irony shows how com's globalization can also be

personal. Fortunately, I haven't been sundered from my family by

maize economics, but com has contributed to the restlessness that

has shaped my life. The green flicker of uniform,Iowa com rows

at fifty-five miles per hour marked my first summer journeys; blank

expanses of black earth and snow accompanied me the rest of the

year after the corn had been combined and its stubble disked into

the soil. It's not the whole truth, though, to say that the monotony

of these images pushed me to seek other landscapes.

Corn comforts me, too, when I unexpectedly spot it outside of

the Midwest. In forested New Hampshire, where I lived for several

years, I knew exactly where the two corn fields within a ten mile

radius of my apartment were. I often stopped at them to hear wind

rustling the corn leaves like sheets of paper slid across each other,

or to shuck a fallen ear and feel the odd satisfaction ofthe dented
yellow kernels detaching from the orange-brown cob beneath my

thumb. In the corn, I sensed belonging that otherwise escaped me

in New Hampshire. But what exactly about corn, I asked myself,

do I belons to?
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Corn in Twenty-One Countries

A Wisconsin organic farmer I know calls Iowa "the great corn
desert." Although the state's not arid, roughly 35 percent of it
consists of com fields: more than ten million acres broken largely
just by soybeans, rivers, roads, and towns. The middle of an
Iowa corn field is one of the most humanizedyet least-trammeled
landscapes on earth. Three or four times ayear, tractor tires roll
over it, but people rarely set foot there. Despite being planted,
sprayed, cultivated, and combined by human-contrived machines
an Iowa corn field in summer is utterly inhospitable to people, a
living barrier of our own making.

This contradiction came alive in my boyhood summers, when
games of hide and seek in the corn with my older sister seemed
free and constricted at the same time. I could run as far into the
field as I wanted through the two and a half foot gaps between
the straight rows, but the sound of my brushing the stalks always
allowed my sister to find me. And once she did, the open spaces
between the rows left nowhere to hide and nowhere to run but
farther into the field's jungle-like shadows.

Despite the sense of confinement that com creates close-up,
it also helps fashion lowa's etemal horizon. On country roads,
views change almost imperceptibly slowly in most of the state. The
horizon's flat line stays constant.

As I got older, I came to see Iowa's horizon as a path to better
places. I felt surrounded by boundaries: the straight edges ofcorn
fields enveloping the college town I grew up in, Ames; the grid
of country roads delineating square acreages on the way to my
grandpa's farm; the current price of corn displayed in blocky, LED
numbers on every bank clock in dying towns; the barbed-wire
fences around my grandpa's place that had to be carefully slipped
through to avoid an electric shock.

Imagining other places started to make me who I am. I drew
maps ofAmes that converted ranch houses, apartment buildings,
and straight streets into craggy mountains and rivers white with
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rapids. I renamed local landmarks for places I'd seen on farnily
vacations. The two-story Edgewood Park apartments becamc
Colorado's vertical Front Range. The main commercial artcry,
Duff Avenue. became the boat-laden Missouri River. I transformcd
my residential street into the Missouri's wild tributary the
Yellowstone, sketching in spotted trout.

I've often wondered whether my preoccupation with travel
stems from a peculiarly Midwestern sense of inferiority: a search
to identiff myself with someplace not swarmed by one plant.
On my initial trips away from the Midwest,I met Easterners and
Westerners who labeled my native place "flyover country" because
of its relative flatness and supposed cultural void. When I told
them that I was from Iowa, they often asked "'Where's that?" or
"People really live there?"

These questions reinforced my already blooming curiosity
about the world beyond com. I didn't anticipate, though, that this
curiosity would habitually lead me to the plant and its paradoxes
that I already knew best. Since I firstjourneyed abroad to study in
Germany almost twenty years ago, I've noticed the countries I visit
converging with the country I'm from.

"Travel is, in a sense, about the conspiracy ofperception and
imagination," writes Pico Iyer in "Why We Travel." "What we find
outside ourselves has to be inside ourselves for us to find it."

Corn, in fact, is literally inside me. As Michael Pollan points
out in his bookThe Omnivore's Dilemma, com now physically
constitutes nearly all of Americans'bodies: we are "processed
com, walking." For a child of the Corn Belt like me, the plant
also molds perception of both external and intemal landscapes.
Everywhere I go, my eyes are drawn to corn's strict borders
and the way the sky above it transcends them. I'm soothed by
com's commiseration with my desire to be both provincial and
cosmopolitan.

My search for a home that best encompasses both these
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Corn in Twenty-One Countries

desires seems endless but goes nowhere in particular, like Iowa
corn fields. My upbringing among these fields made me content to
be discontented with anywhere I live. I didn't grow up expecting
sublimity or fame in my home place and didn't realize that I could
until I met exchange students from the Alps, Paris, and other
picture-perfect geographies. People who couldn't imagine living
long elsewhere, not because they were tied to a way of life like the
Iowa farmers I knew growing up, but because they were in love
with the way their places looked.

Instead of being in love with one place, I have a sense of
home in any country that corn lends me. But home's security
also makes me uncomfortable. It drove me out of the Midwest as
a teenager and now keeps me traveling. I can't depart my state
of mind, though, as if I permanently wear one of the DEKALB
seed corn company caps I grew up seeing farmers never take
off, with two Icarus-style wings attached to a golden ear of corn.
The cap acts as a sort of homing device that makes me seek corn
unconsciously.Maize and I are joined, whether I like it or not, in
every joumey, both materially and spiritually.

And thanks to my Iowa childhood,I know how to grow sweet
corn anywhere. When the soil temperature is at least sixty degrees,
I mix nitrogen-rich compost into a mound of bare earth and drop
a few seeds into holes an inch deep and six inches apart. I cover
them, weed the mound religiously after the corn sprouts, and water
the plants if it doesn't rain. I pick the ears when they're overspread
with kemels that spurt milky liquid when punctured. I husk and eat
the ears as soon as possible- roasted or boiled for three minutes.
The corn always tastes of both the place it grew and the place I
grew up.

Last Day
Ani Gjika

India runs away the moment I arrive
but when I have to leave, it gathers at my feet --

a monsoon that won't let go, a capricious child.
I remember dirt, red and soft like bodies of deer.

Statues smile and frown in the temple. Drums so loud
they beat a god inside me. At the beach, 100 rupees

buys a diamond that can pierce through coins. Crabs
listen under sand. The wind is an old merchant interested

in making me look messy: More like yourself, he insists.

In the villages, eyes find me even when I'm riding

behind tinted glass. Here I am scanned. Someone asks if I want tea,

but I'm not interested. In the evening, village women

come out to the fields together. A procession of colors.

Small iron pots on their hands. They will walk
back to their mud houses after cleaning themselves.

I cover a yellow hibiscus in dirt by the railroad. I wear
bangles and a bindi and at night I let my mirror wear it.
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